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major national significance will be reviewed. The new act will eliminate from review, with very few
exceptions, all investment to establish new businesses in Canada .

Investment Canada will be governed by two fundamental operational objectives : first to facilitate
investment in Canada ; and second, to limit government intervention in the foreign investment area .

Our message is clear : Canada is open for business again. The government of Canada is there to assist -
and not harass - the private sector in creating the new wealth and new jobs that Canada needs . You
have the assurance of the government that Investment Canada will be administered in a fair and object-
ive way.

I would like to say a few words about the directions we will be taking in the energy sector . Many Ameri-
cans are unaware of the importance of Canada's energy sector to your economy. Canada is the largest
exporter of energy to the US . We supply virtually 100 per cent of your natural gas and electricity
imports . We are your largest supplier of uranium . We are your second largest source of oil, at a rate of
580 000 barrels a day, ahead of any OPEC [Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries] country .

A healthy energy sector is essential to economic renewal . Energy investment accounts for 30 per cent
of total business investment in Canada . The spin-offs to the rest of the economy from a healthy and
expanding energy sector are enormous .

As many of you are aware, the goals of the National Energy Program [NEP] are commendable : its,
methods and its results clearly are not . Simply put, the NEP has failed to meet its three stated ob j1y*'- '-
of fairness, security of supply, and Canadianization .
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